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NEWSLETTER MARCH 2023

WELCOME
This is the first MiNELL-Newsletter to present you the programm of the Minett Natur an Ëmwelt Léier 
Lab.  We are happy that we can show you our programm for spring 2023 and in the future we will inform 
you regulary through newsletter.

Since 2010, over 250 new dandelion species have been scientifically described. How to recognize the 
different species found in Luxembourg and why are herbal vouchers important to document species?

Expert:   Odile Weber, botanist at the ‘naturmusée’.

For:        School classes from lycées

When:   18.04 / 19.04 / 26.04 
              9:00-11:00 oder 13:30-15:30
Wou:     Ellergronn (Esch) oder Haard (Diddeleng)

Come and discover the wonderful world of plant forms through a sketching tour in the magical Eller-
gronn woodland. If we have time we’ll be able to do some detailed study of leaves or flowers indoors 
too. This workshop will be led by Alan Johnston, who is a professional nature illustrator and painter.

When:     16.05. from 10:00-12:00 (for seniors)
                16.05. from 14:00-16:00 (for seniors)
                20.05. from 10:00 -12:00 (for university students)
                20.05. from 14:00-16:00 (for adults)
Where:    Ellergronn (Esch)

Wild orchids are rare plants in Luxembourg, but in the Minett UNESCO Biosphere, they can be found in 
the dry meadows of the nature reserves. Laura Daco, botanist at the ‘naturmusée’, shows us where to 
find orchids, how to identify them and explains conservation measures to preserve the rare flowers.

Expert:  Laura Daco, botanist at ’naturmusée’
For:       teachers from primary schools and secondary schools.

When:   08.06.2023 from 14:00-16:00 (in Ellergronn) 
              15.06.2023 from 14:00-16:00 (at the ‘naturmusée’)
 

We walk through the spring forest with our eyes and ears wide open and discover the many forms of 
life that can be found here and learn how they are connected to each other. In addition to the scientific 
approach, the sensual and playful aspects should not be neglected.

Expert:     Antoinette Welter, botanist

For:           Primary school classes 

When:       24.04 / 27.04 / 02.05 / 04.05 / 08.05 
                 9:00-11:00 
Where:     Ellergronn (Esch)
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How to develop communication material to promote environmental education in an environmentally friendly 
and creative way? Risography workshop using a Japanese printing procedure that works with soy-based 
ink (without the use of solvents).  This can be used to create unique and unexpected brochures, flyers 
and posters.

For:          school classes, anyone between 9 and 99 years old

Duration: on request

Location: Ellergronn Nature Conservation Centre (Esch-Alzette)
 

SCHOOL OUTSIDE: MINETT INK
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We will go in search of the Minetter Schof, which wanders through our biosphere reserve and uses the 
existing nature in different ways. Learn more about the breed of the Ardennes sheep and the tasks of the 
animals and their shepherd in nature conservation.

For:          Primary school classes

Duration: on request, between May and October

Location: in the nature reserves of the  Minett UNESCO Biosphere
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